Match Line to Layout: Drawing No. DR-C-DR0003

Replacement of the timber bridge with one of similar size and in the same location as the existing.

Sections WC01 to WC03
Localized bank raising at 65.1mOD
with no rip rap protection for approx. 50m.
Removal of trees and clearance of vegetation will be required to accommodate the works.

Legend

- Existing Trees to be retained
- Proposed Woodland Planting on the left bank
- Proposed Debris Trap with base of concrete surcave mat

NOTE - GENERAL
All Layout Plans to be read in conjunction with Existing Tree Management Plans. Refer to DR0011 to DR0015 for Drawings.

NOTE - SECTIONS
- Model Cross Sections - Refer to DR0010 to DR0014.
- Detailed Cross Sections - Refer to DR0011 to DR0014.
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SIEM PROPS

Proposed Debris Trap with base of concrete surcave mat

Proposed Woodland Planting on the left bank

Defence Walls - Permanent Sheet Piling
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